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This article investigated the attention mechanism implemented by the Fully 
Convolutional Network (FCN) Model on the Kitti Lane Dataset. Two attention 
mechanisms were applied in the deep learning model to improve traffic lane detection 
for autonomous vehicles. The Kitti lane dataset, which was generated in collaboration 
with Jannik Fritsch and Tobias Kuehl from Honda Research Europe GmbH, was selected 
for this study. The results demonstrate that the applied attention mechanism can 
effectively improve the network's feature representation on lane markings. 
Furthermore, this approach can improve the weighted information of lane line targets 
while decreasing irrelevant information. As a result, the proposed technique improved, 
obtaining more than 95% accuracy. Subsequently, the attention mechanism was 
implemented in the FCN model architecture to enhance the lane-detecting model. As a 
result, in the future, more comprehensive ideas, such as combining the FCN model with 
Transfer Learning, will play an essential part in investigating the improvement of lane 
detection areas. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Engineers and researchers have dedicated their efforts to enhancing automobiles in multiple 
aspects since their inception, encompassing safety, handling, performance, efficiency, and durability 
[1]. One of inventions in the automobiles field is Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) which 
equipped with several modules. One of the important modules of ADAS in autonomous vehicle is 
Lane Detection. The lane is a traffic sign that separates a road and ensures that vehicles are driven 
safely and efficiently. Lane detection is a method for automatically identifying road signs to guarantee 
that vehicles stay inside their designated lanes and do not collide with other vehicles. It has 
contributed to autonomous driving. Consequently, accurate lane identification enables the 
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autonomous vehicle to make many decisions and judgments regarding its location and state, thereby 
ensuring safe driving [2]. However, using lane detection algorithms is difficult due to the enormous 
diversity of lane markings, the complexity of the road conditions and environment, and the intrinsic 
narrowness of the lane [3]. Nevertheless, research has led to the development of dependable lane 
detection systems [4]. 

Different hand-crafted methods, including geometric modelling and classical approaches, have 
been applied to detect lane markings. However, most traditional detection algorithms use pipelines 
that consist of pre-processing the images, extracting lane features, fitting the lane model, and 
tracking the lane line [5]. First, image pre-processing is used to decrease the amount of noise in an 
image. The characteristics of lanes are then used in the feature extraction procedure to extract lanes. 
Following that, the lane model is fitted and tracked using various approaches. 

Several techniques have been utilized in the past for feature extraction, including Inverse 
Perspective Mapping (IPM)/Perspective Transform, filtering technique, image district extraction, 
morphological operators, neighbourhood searching-based feature points, grayscale, thresholding, 
clustering, heterogeneous operators, and sliding window [4-13]. These methods help to minimize 
noise and make it simpler to identify lanes. The next step is commonly fitting the lane model with a 
line segment detector (LSD) and fitting-based approaches such as the least square methodology, B-
splines, quadratics, polynomials, hyperbolics [11,14-18]. After that, the three approaches that are 
used most commonly in tracking road lane detection are the Kalman filter and the parabola equation 
[19,20]. In addition, tracking is the post-processing phase utilized to correct for variations in 
illumination [4]. Consequently, tracking assists with detecting improper occlusions, which might be 
caused by inadequate lane markers [21]. The traditional methods, on the other hand, include a more 
challenging and hand-crafted procedure, which results in a significantly more extended period to 
complete the entire process. 

Then, due to the growth of Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems in recent years, the recognition of 
lane markings has become substantially more accessible, significantly faster, and particularly more 
effective. In addition, there is no longer a requirement to carry out procedures using hand-crafted 
methods. AI refers to the practice of computers, most notably computer systems, attempting to 
mimic the cognitive processes of humans [22]. Most of the AI strategies utilized in lane detection may 
be classified into two broad categories: machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL). Because of its 
superior performance in either classification or detection, the DL technique, which uses image frames 
as input to the network algorithm, has surpassed ML as the method that is considered to be the most 
widely used [23]. This is the crucial factor contributing to the DL method's remarkable increase in 
popularity.  

In addition, some scholars advocated applying the DL method as a stand-alone strategy [24–27]. 
In contrast, the others advocated combining this method with one or more other techniques. The 
integration of this network serves as its primary objective, the improvement of the effectiveness of 
the network in demanding situations concerning the detection of the lane mark. The combination of 
DL with geometric modelling is one example of the integration of DL with another method [13,28-
31]. Another example is the integration of DL with ML, also integration of DL with DL which is known 
as the two serial DLs [32-38]. Aside from that, in more recent times, an innovative approach for 
integrating this method has been proposed, and it involves the combination of DL with an attention 
mechanism [3,4,39,40]. However, this is the most current state-of-the-art method that has been 
suggested, and there is still an opportunity for additional research. 

In recent years, attention mechanisms in computer vision have been a significant area of study 
due to their capacity to improve model performance by a substantial margin with low parametric 
overhead. The most significant interpretable aspect of any attention mechanism is that it allows the 
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model to emphasize more essential and deterministic features [41]. Nevertheless, attention methods 
increase parametric complexity like any trainable layer or module. This work aims to demonstrate a 
novel technique for applying attention to computer vision models at the cheapest parametric cost 
while performing well in competitive tasks such as lane detection. This process has become an 
intrinsic component of modern deep neural networks to boost the generalization capabilities of these 
architectures. Many unique attention processes have been proposed in computer vision over time. 
Squeeze-and-Excitation Networks, Convolutional Block Attention Modules (CBAM), Bottleneck 
Attention Module (BAM), Global Context (GC) Nets, Attention Augmented Networks (AANets), and 
A2 Nets are a few examples [42]. However, most of these attention methods involving any type of 
channel have substantial drawbacks, including a significant increase in parametric complexity, a 
reduction in dimensionality, and the absence of cross-channel interaction (CCI).  

This research proposes the lane detection method using Fully Convolutional Network (FCN), 
incorporating an attention mechanism architecture to address these limitations. Consequently, the 
DL approach has good generalization potential and learns the driving environment’s essential 
features. However, only a few works of literature have investigated lane detection using the attention 
mechanism with deep learning, mainly based on a fully connected layer. Furthermore, the 
convolutional layer in FCN will further emphasize salient features derive from the attention module. 
Therefore, the attention mechanism emphasizes the significance of network learning features. 

The rest of the article is as follows: Section 1 discusses previous methodologies relevant to this 
research. Then, section 2 elaborates on the proposed method, while Section 3 briefly discusses the 
outcomes of the proposed experiments and modeling on the Kitti lane dataset. Finally, section 4 
concludes with a summary of the study's findings and recommendations for future research. 
 
2. Methodology  
2.1 Kitti Lane Dataset 

 
A dataset with open access and standard evaluation means has been made available via the Kitti 

lane dataset. In the field of autonomous driving, various datasets have been published online, 
including those from TuSimple, Caltech, and Cityscapes, as well as the Kitti dataset for the lane 
dataset [43-46]. However, when it comes to all of these, the Kitti lane dataset is one of the most 
widely used ones to assess the system's performance in autonomous vehicles. It includes information 
about the road scenes, such as laser points, colour images, and stereo views [46]. Experimental data, 
specifically the Kitti dataset, are utilized by many researchers to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed method utilized in lane detection. This study's proposed lane detection was carried out 
using the Kitti lane dataset for only colour images from the Kitti lane dataset. With the use of this 
dataset, evaluations and comparisons have been carried out. This dataset was developed in 
collaboration with Jannik Fritsch and Tobias Kuehl at Honda Research Europe GmbH [46]. 

The datasets include three distinct road scene categories, which are referred to as urban 
unmarked (UU), urban marked (UM), and urban multiple marked lanes (UMM) [46]. This road and 
lane estimation benchmark include 579 images with a resolution of 375 by 1242 pixels. Two hundred 
eighty-nine training images come with their corresponding ground truth. The remaining 290 images 
are test images depicting various road scenes, such as urban, rural, and highway settings. The images 
have been manually annotated to create the three types of road scenes over ground truth. It consists 
of two different terrains: road – the road area, also known as the structure of all lanes, and lane – 
the ego-lane, also referred to as the lane the vehicle is actively traveling on (only accessible for 
category "UM"). Both are available for the road area, also known as the composition of all lanes. In 
addition to that, the annotation is only presented for the training dataset. A total of 600 annotated 
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training and test images covering a diverse range of urban road sceneries are included in the entire 
dataset. Next, this benchmark provides a ranking of methods based on established metrics, including 
MaxF, which is the maximum F1 measure, AP, which is the average precision, PRE, which is the 
precision, REC, which is the recall, FPR, which is the false positive rate, FNR, which is the false negative 
rate, and F1, which is the F1 score. The whole collection of data was analyzed and then sorted into 
the three groups demonstrated in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 
The Kitti Lane Dataset includes the scene category and the total 
number of training and testing datasets [46] 
Scene category Training Testing 
UU (Urban Unmarked) 98 100 
UM (Urban Marked two-way) 95 96 
UMM (Urban Marked Multilane) 96 94 
Urban (all) 289 290 

 
In addition, the Kitti lane dataset includes synchronized images, annotations images for only 

training data that are carefully annotated, and the calibration parameters that are relevant in the 
process of providing a comparison framework with various techniques. In addition, this public 
database includes information on road scenes that was gathered using a variety of sensors, including 
an INS (OXTS RT 3003), a LIDAR (Velodyne HDL 64E), two color and two monochrome cameras with 
1.4 megapixels each (Point Grey Flea 2), and four varifocal lenses with a focal range of 4-8 millimeters 
each (Edmund Optics NT59-917) [46]. This dataset also includes a web interface that may be used to 
analyze several road recognition methods in the 2D Bird's Eye View (BEV) space. As a result, the Kitti 
lane dataset served as the basis for the evaluation in this study of the model of FCN that utilized both 
mechanisms of attention. The instances of the Kitti lane dataset and associated ground truth used in 
this investigation are displayed in Figure 1. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 1. Exemplifications of the Kitti lane dataset implemented in various metropolitan settings (a) Kitti lane 
UM categories dataset (b) UM training image ground truth (c) UMM Kitti lane dataset (d) UMM Kitti lane 
ground truth (e) Kitti lane dataset UU training image (f) Kitti lane dataset UU ground truth 
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2.2 Fully Convolutional Network Model with Application of Attention Mechanism 
 

Details of the suggested framework for lane detection in an autonomous vehicle employing a 
Fully Convolutional Network with an attention mechanism are presented in this section, as shown in 
Figure 2. The framework is divided into two models: FCN with channel attention mechanism and FCN 
with efficient channel attention. In general, the attention mechanism is introduced to the FCN layers 
to improve feature localization in the feature map, feature extraction capabilities, and network 
feature representation without adding any reference time [39]. Furthermore, acquiring a sizeable 
receptive field efficiently captures the information of the lane. In a typical FCN, the feature map is 
gradually down-sampled for this phase. A novel attention mechanism based on FCN was proposed in 
this paper to detect road lane markings for an autonomous driving system. The attention gradually 
improves the ability of the neural network's layers to represent features. Following that, it enhances 
feature localization in the feature map. Therefore, the attention processes in feature maps can 
highlight crucial spatial information [40]. Also, the attention mechanism can boost the weighted 
information of lane line objectives while reducing unnecessary data [3]. As a result, it makes network 
learning more interesting. 
 
2.3 Channel Attention and Efficient Channel Attention 
 

One of the first works to introduce a novel channel attention method was presented at the 
Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) 2018 [42]. 
It is widely regarded as one of the most prominent studies in attention mechanisms. This basic but 
practical add-on module can be appended to any baseline network to boost performance while 
incurring the minimal computational expense. There are two primary components in the FCN-based 
method: the input tensor and the trainable convolutional filters, which contain the weights for that 
layer [47]. In detail, the tensor is typically represented by a dimensionality (𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐻, W) that includes 
batch size, channels, and spatial dimensions [47]. The alphabet of 𝐵 denotes the batch size, 𝐶 
represents channels, and 𝐻	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑊 are feature map dimensions in which 𝐻 indicates the height and 
𝑊 indicates the width. Furthermore, convolutional filters extract input data into channels. 

On the other hand, different channels may have different levels of representative weight in their 
data [42]. Before information is passed on to the subsequent layer, it is necessary to assign a weight 
to each channel based on its significance. This is because some channels may be more important than 
others. Generating feature maps from the learned weights contained within convolutional filters is 
the filters' responsibility. While some filters learn edges, others learn textures, and collectively, they 
learn a variety of feature representations of the target class information inherent in the image of the 
input tensor [48]. As a result, the number of channels reflects the number of convolutional filters 
used to discover the various feature maps of the input data. 

Moreover, the significance of these feature maps varies. This indicates that different feature 
maps have varying degrees of relevance. This lends credence to the idea that some feature maps are 
more significant than others. For learning, for instance, a feature map that only contains information 
on background texture transitions may be less valuable than a feature map that only contains 
information on edges. Consequently, on a fundamental level, one would want to produce "more 
important" feature maps that have greater importance than the feature maps that they are 
compared to. This lays the groundwork for channel focus. This work aims to emphasize this 
"attention" on the most crucial channels to give specific channels greater weight than others. The 
most straightforward approach is to scale the channels with greater importance by a more excellent 
value. 
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In the FCN network model architecture, the suggested module employs channel attention and an 
efficient channel attention block. Because of the diversity of image information in the feature map 
of the lane, several unnecessary pieces of information should be eliminated before weight 
computation while still maintaining key texture features to optimize the feature sophistication [49]. 
The channel attention mechanism represents and evaluates the relevance of each channel using a 
scalar. For example, let 𝑋	 ∈ 	ℝ!	×	$	×	% is the image feature tensor in networks, 𝐶 is the number of 
channels, 𝐻 is the feature's height, and 𝑊 is the width of the feature. Because it must represent the 
entire channel, only one scalar can be used; the scalar representation in channel attention is a 
compression problem. The attention mechanism can thus be stated as follows 
 
att = sigmoid(fc9compress	(X)?)           (1) 
 
where att ∈ 	ℝ&	 is the vector of attention, sigmoid is the Sigmoid function, fc is the mapping 
functions such as fully connected layer and one-dimensional convolution and 
compress:	ℝ&	×	'	×	( 	→ 	ℝ&	 is the compression technique. 
 

Following the acquisition of all C channels’ attention, each channel of input X is scaled by the 
associated attention value 
 
Xoutput:,+,:,: = att+X:,+,:,:,   s. t. i	 ∈ {0,1, … , c − 1},          (2) 
 
where Xoutput is the output of the attention mechanism, att+ is the i-th attention vector element, 
and X:,+,:,:, is the i-th input channel. 

Next, efficient channel attention is a lightweight, easy-to-plug-in module that can be used in all 
types of deep convolutional neural networks that efficiently computes channel attention at each 
point of network architecture introduction. In addition, it is a very lightweight, efficient channel 
attention module based on enforcing cross-channel interaction without dimension reduction during 
computational channel attention. Consequently, the parametric overhead provided by efficient 
channel attention is negligible and directly equivalent to the kernel size 𝑘 employed in the 1-D 
convolution layer, resulting in fundamentally inefficient channel attention. Finally, to improve the 
lane-detecting problem in autonomous driving, it is required to design systems that better use 
additional data. Consequently, this study proposes employing Channel Attention and Efficient 
Channel Attention Networks, which improve lane detection performance and make the network 
function more interpretable. 
 
2.4 FCN Applied Channel Attention and Efficient Channel Attention 
 

The Fully Convolutional Network model was fitted for the Kitti lane dataset, which is used for the 
learning process. The FCN model uses multiple layered neural networks, each of which, in turn, makes 
use of mathematical properties to decrease the error of the predicted value compared to the actual 
value. This enables the model to effectively learn as it is being trained using the data images, which 
allows it to converge toward a final model. The FCN comprises networks that perform convolution 
(on the left) and deconvolution (on the right). This network's configuration included the setting of 
several crucial parameters detailed in Table 2, including the number of epochs, the batch size, the 
number of classes, and the image shape. In addition, the activation function known as Rectified Linear 
Units (RELU) was utilized in this particular form of the network. 
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Table 2 
Setting of parameters 
Parameter Values 
Number of Epochs 100 
Batch size 96 
Strides 94 
Padding 290 
Number of Classes 2 
Image Shape 80 × 160 × 3 
Activation Function RELU 
Kernel filter 3×3 
Max pooling 2×2 
Dropout 0.2 
Optimizer ‘Adam’ 

 
FCN consists of multiple layers, including one layer of normalization at the beginning of the 

network model, seven convolutional layers, three max-pooling layers, ten dropout layers, seven 
deconvolutional layers, four unpooling layers, and eleven attention layers. This experiment employs 
two types of attention mechanisms: the channel attention mechanism and the efficient channel 
attention mechanism. Next, the first network layer consists of the input image with a pixel size 
determined by height (h), weight (w) colour channels (d). The input images are raw RGB images with 
80 × 160 × 3 pixels. The network receives a three-channel image patch as input. The training set and 
annotations are also patched in the form of arrays. The data is then shuffled to ensure that various 
images are exhibited instead of merely specific ones. Finally, the labels were separated into lane and 
non-lane categories. Figure 2 depicts the network architecture, which consists of the following 
components: 

 
 

i. The image is filtered in the first layer using a 33-kernel filter with 64 filters and seven 
strides. 

ii. Following this, the normalization process is carried out to improve the accuracy of the 
network. After it is complete, the convolution layer extracts feature from the image. 

iii. After that, at the layer which contains the max-pooling block, the size of the image is 
halved, and a 2x2 pooling layer is applied; this reduces the amount of memory of the FCN. 
Finally, after the second, fifth, and seventh convolutional layers, Max pooling is used to 
decrease the overall size of the feature maps' spatial representation. 

iv. Subsequently, a dropout layer is introduced to prevent an overfitting issue. Eventually, 
the dropout layer value was set to 0.2. 

v. The attention layer was then added. The network was initially provided with channel 
attention, followed by efficient channel attention. 

vi. Restoring the image to its original size requires unpooling and deconvolutional layers; 
consequently, the FCN model was trained to generate a 1x1 convolution of these layers. 
This was done to facilitate the restoration of the image to its original size. In the end, the 
1x1 convolution layer was added in the middle of the network architecture to achieve the 
following goals: (a) Increase the network's depth and allow it to learn more complex image 
characteristics; (b)Reduce by a factor of 0.5 the number of channels to accelerate the 
training process. 
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vii. Next, the deconvolution layer mirrors the convolution layer or transposed convolution. It 
is known as a fractional stride convolution, and its purpose is to increase the activation 
size to match that of the input. 

viii. The final deconvolution layer concludes with a single filter because the image only needs 
a single filter to be returned to the color channel designated as "G." This is the case 
because the anticipated lanes were drawn in green and then stacked with the red ('R') and 
blue ('B') channels set to zero to integrate with the original road image. 
 

As depicted in Figure 2, the network propagates through multiple layers, alternating between 
convolutional, max pooling, dropout, and attention layers. The actual outcome was determined by 
comparing the input images with the expected output at each layer. The network then down samples 
by propagating alternately through the deconvolution, dropout, and unpooling layers since it acts as 
a mirror image. After the model has been created, padding and resizing operations are carried out in 
order to compensate for the effects of the convolutional and pooling layers. Cross-entropy and the 
Adam optimizer were utilized as optimization techniques in this instance. The Eq. (3) that defines the 
algorithm for cross-entropy loss is as follows [50] 
 
L = 	 ,

-	×(×'
∑ ∑ ∑ logp.,/+'

/0,
(
.0,

-
+0,            (3) 

 
where W is the width of the output SoftMax layer, H is the height of the output SoftMax layer, N is 
the batch size, and p is the probability that the FCN will predict the correct class. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Model of FCN network architecture for lane detection It includes convolutional and deconvolutional 
layers, as well as normalization, max-pooling, and dropout layers. In addition, to improve the network 
architecture's performance, the attention block layer was added after the dropout layer, as indicated by 
the red colouring 

 
This component is necessary for optimizing the weights and minimizing the deviation between 

the actual and expected outputs. The weights were modified to meet the optimal requirements of 
the network. Error reduction will reduce the network's computational time, accelerating the process. 
The network can handle input images of variable size, with output corresponding to lanes and non-
lanes. Next, the network was evaluated based on its accuracy, loss, precision, recall, and F-score 
during the training and validation phases. Accuracy is the degree to which the network accurately 
detects the lane. The loss, in the meantime, is the difference between the predicted pixel values of 
the output lane image and the label for that image. The network used Mean Square Error (MSE) to 
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calculate loss, which is the average of all squared differences. Precision is the proportion of relevant 
outcomes, while recall is the proportion of relevant results accurately classified by the network. To 
simplify, another statistic, the F-1 score, was utilized. In the final step, a dataset not included in the 
training dataset was used for testing. This work utilized Keras ("Keras. models. Sequential"), Python 
3.5, and the Numpy, SKLearn, and Scipy library packages to implement the FCN model. Convolutional 
layers, also known as Keras layers and Convolutional2D layers, as well as fully connected layers, were 
used in building the neural network (Keras. layers. Dense). 
 
3. Results 
 

The Fully Convolutional Network model was fed the input Kitti lane dataset. The network's 
performance is demonstrated in this section, and the graphical results are also depicted. 
Subsequently, the effectiveness of the models using the Kitti lane dataset was evaluated. Note that 
all findings were reviewed using the dataset of validation, as the Kitti lane dataset website only 
permits the use of test data for reporting purposes. In addition, this section lists and describes the 
results of the complete version on the benchmark server compared to other common approaches. 
In addition, the FCN model for lane detection that employs an efficient channel attention mechanism 
is known as the FCN-with efficient channel attention. 

In contrast, the FCN model that employs the channel attention mechanism for the lane detection 
task is called the FCN-with channel attention. Table 3 provides an overview of four input model 
metrics that use the KITTI validation set. These metrics are the F1-measure, accuracy, precision, and 
recall. According to the quantitative results, the suggested FCN-with efficient channel attention 
mechanism slightly outperformed the FCN-with channel attention mechanism across the four 
criteria. Table 3 also reveals that the training accuracy of the FCN model with efficient channel 
attention was marginally higher than that of the FCN model with channel attention, at 96.13 percent. 
The FCN with channel attention received a result of 96 percent of accuracy. 
 

Table 3 
Setting of parameters 
Method Accuracy F1-measure Precision Recall 
FCN-with efficient channel attention 96.13 96.08 96.14 96.06 
FCN-with channel attention 96.00 95.39 95.48 95.31 

 
Next, Figure 3 displays the Kitti lane dataset's visualization results. The green lines represent the 

detected lane markings. These findings suggest that the suggested FCN-with efficient channel 
attention and FCN-with channel attention are effective at lane detection. The Fully Convolutional 
Network (FCN) predicts comparable outputs from any size and randomness inputs. Using dense-feed 
forward computing and backpropagation, it executes a straightforward and coherent learning 
procedure from an entire input dataset concurrently with the ground truths. In addition, promising 
accuracy was achieved by transferring pre-trained weights, combining distinct layer representations, 
and learning the end-to-end of entire images. In addition, due to the integration of FCN with an 
attention mechanism, the FCN was able to acquire a greater understanding of image features. 
Therefore, combining FCN with an attention mechanism improved accuracy by increasing the layers' 
capability to represent features, enhancing feature localization in the feature map, emphasizing 
critical spatial information, and possibly increasing the weighted information of lane line targets 
while suppressing irrelevant information. 

Furthermore, the attention method employed to fuse information improves the model's 
robustness. As an additional perk, it boosted the network's performance even further without adding 
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any new annotations. In addition, it does not lengthen the inference time. This study adds the 
attention mechanism to significantly improve the network's ability to extract features. Therefore, the 
application of attention enhances the localization of features on the feature map. Combining the FCN 
model with the attention mechanism improved the lane detection model's performance, allowing for 
reliable lane detection, illumination circumstances, and road morphologies. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Results of the visualization of the Kitti lane dataset 
validated in the (a) FCN-with efficient channel attention 
model and (b) FCN-with channel attention model 

 
Next, the proposed FCN-with efficient channel attention mechanism and FCN-with channel 

attention mechanism detection techniques were compared with other popular methods 
demonstrated in the KITTI lane dataset website. Table 4 presents the rankings achieved by the top 
ten real-name algorithms competing in the urban road category of the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite 
Server compared to the suggested technique. These results are displayed on the leaderboard of the 
benchmark. The listed methods, namely RBANet, DGIST MT-CNN, RBNet, MultiNet, Hadamard-FCN, 
LoDNN, DEEP-DIG, FTP, FCN-LC, and MAP are FCN-based deep learning methods approach that 
utilizing Kitti lane dataset to evaluate their proposed methods for lane detection in autonomous 
driving [50-58]. 

The RBANet integrated the Segnet method with the boundary and reverse attention mechanisms 
to provide additional context. In the meantime, DGIST MT-CNN applied the multi-task deep learning 
technique and employed a complete convolution CNN (one-stage) model-based 2D object 
identification model. Meanwhile, RBNet carried out the road detection using the Res50 pre-trained 
model. Next, an improved deconvolution strategy for MultiNet has been proposed. This strategy uses 
VGG as the encoder and FCN as the decoder. Hadamard-FCN is a fully convolutional network variation 
that adds additional element-wise layers. It is based on the Inception v2 feature encoder and uses it 
as its foundation. In the meantime, LoDNN is employing FCN for road segmentation. However, rather 
than the RGB data utilized by other approaches, LoDNN uses the top-view LIDAR images.  

After that, DEEP-DIG methods utilized the ResNet-101 FCN with three skip connections, four 
upsampling steps, and bilinear kernels. Next, the model was first trained on ImageNet. Then it was 
fine-tuned using random data augmentation on an image of the KITTI road training set in Bird's-Eye 
View that included geometric modifications and pixel value changes. Next, we have the FTP method, 
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which uses a Finetuning Deeplab FCN pre-trained on Imagenet. FCN-LC, on the other hand, is a 
convolutional ANN that has been trained on patches, and inference is carried out with the help of a 
fully convolutional network. Lastly, MAP is a method that projects the OpenStreetMap data onto the 
image plane and then refines the projected labels onto the image. This generates training labels for 
the pixels in the image. These labels were created automatically to train the FCN.  

The suggested technique obtained a competitive F1 measure of 96%, which differed marginally 
from RBANet. As a result, the proposed model's results are in the top three, and these methods can 
compete with other significant algorithms in general. Furthermore, according to Table 4, compared 
to the different approaches under FCN, the suggested method can obtain the best results for all 
criteria (F1-measure, Precision, and Recall). 
 

Table 4 
The leader board of the Kitti Vision Benchmark Suite Server's list of the leading ten real-
name algorithms for the urban road category (in %) 
Method F1-measure Precision Recall 
FCN-with efficient channel attention 96.08 96.14 96.06 
FCN-with channel attention 95.39 95.48 95.31 
RBANet [51] 96.30 95.14 97.50 
DGIST MT-CNN [52] 95.60 95.84 95.52 
RBNet [53] 94.97 94.94 95.01 
MultiNet [54] 94.88 94.84 94.91 
Hadamard-FCN [55] 94.85 94.81 94.89 
LoDNN [50] 94.07 92.81 95.37 
DEEP-DIG [56] 93.98 94.26 93.69 
FTP [57] 91.61 91.04 92.20 
FCN-LC [58] 90.79 90.87 90.72 
MAP [57] 87.80 86.01 89.66 

 
In addition, the suggested network can achieve a high accuracy level since the attention 

mechanism enhances the performance of deep models. The outcome reveals that the attention 
mechanism can provide higher-level characteristics than conventional FCN. In addition, the 
deployment of the FCN with attention integration demonstrates great accuracy and reduced 
attention loss because:  

 
i. Incorporating attention into the neural network increases the localization of image 

features in the feature map. 
ii. Increase feature representation on thin and sparse lane marking annotations. 

iii. Enhance the feature extraction and feature representation capabilities of the network 
without increasing inference time. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

GmbH, which was authorized for its creation by Jannik Fritsch and Tobias Kuehl. The dataset had 
579 images with a resolution of 375 by 1242 pixels, including 289 training images alongside their 
ground truth and 290 test images. After that, the proposed model that presents two different 
configurations of the attention mechanism was developed for lane detection. These configurations 
are known as FCN-with efficient channel attention and FCN-with channel attention, respectively. 
Both models achieved an accuracy of greater than 95%, which provides cause for optimism about 
their performance. As a result, the proposed method has the potential to learn additional 
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discriminative qualities of the road lanes. Furthermore, the results demonstrated that the introduced 
model contributed a high-level feature to the network, making it possible for a single network model 
to achieve performance that is still competitive within the detecting lanes. A comparison of the two 
approaches suggested found that the FCN-efficient channel attention performed significantly better. 
In the future, various other deep learning methods, such as the Recurrent Neural Network, the Faster 
R-CNN, and the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), could be used to analyze the various structures 
of input features to improve the performance of lane detection. This would be done to improve the 
performance of lane detection that incorporates a variety of attention mechanisms. In addition, this 
would be performed to enhance the method's accuracy. 
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